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Abstract. We present a parametric walk model for a four-legged robot.
The walk model is improved using a genetic algorithm, but unlike previ-
ous approaches, the fitness is determined in a run that closely resembles
the later application. We thus not only achieve high speeds, but also a
high degree of flexibility. In addition to the walking model being flexible,
we present a means of automatically calibrating the walking engine. This
allows for highly precise robot control and greatly improved odometry
accuracy. Lastly, we show how the motion model can be extended to in-
tegrate specialized motions to further increase locomotion speed without
compromising flexibility.

1 Introduction

Legged robots operate in areas that wheeled robots have trouble accessing. On
the other hand, creation and optimization of quadruped robot locomotion is
a challenging, highly complex task. The main reason for this is the difficulty
to cope with the many degrees of freedom of a legged robot even in a relatively
simple robot design. Such designs (may it be software and/or hardware) are often
inspired by animal locomotion in terms of anatomy (number of limbs and joints,
proportions, etc.), gait patterns (Central Pattern Generators) and concepts such
as reflexes [5, 1, 13, 16].

Inverse kinematics is commonly used to calculate the motor commands neces-
sary for robot motions: trajectories of the robot’s paws are defined and then the
corresponding limb movements and thus joint angles as a functions of time are
calculated. Inverse kinematics is usually based purely on geometry, neglecting
physical properties such as friction, weight of the robot as a whole and of individ-
ual components, moments of inertia, motor strengths, etc. These simplifications
in the modeling tend to impair performance in real world environments.

Experience can help to come up with experimental setups which take these
pitfalls into consideration while not explicitly modeling them, e. g. by conduct-
ing experiments on especially difficult surfaces [11]. Limiting possible motions
to statically stable ones, robust robot gaits can be developed. These motions
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are reversible at any given point in time and require three of the robot’s four
legs to touch the ground at any time [6]. These motions trade off speed for
robustness whereas dynamically stable motions can produce faster locomotion
[15, 4, 8]. Gaits can be found by trying to model all physical aspects of the robot,
but bridging the gap between simulation and the real world remains challenging
[7, 3]. An alternative gait representation in frequency space is described in [10]
yielding smooth motions and gait transitions.

Evolutionary approaches include the evolution of the controller alone (with
fixed robot morphology [11, 17]) and simultaneous evolution of robot morphology
and controller [19, 18]. Other approaches include teaching, learning, and inverse
kinematics [12]. Many machine learning approaches focus on optimizing a single
criterion such as forward or turning speed which results in highly specialized
motions. From these specialized motions it tends to be difficult to generalize
towards gait patterns that can handle ‘mixed’ motions, e. g. moving forward and
sideways at the same time. These mixed motions are of great importance in real
robot control in dynamic environments where it is desirable to be able to adjust
the robot’s position and orientation quickly (‘omnidirectional’ movements).

Outline. This paper describes a combination of different strategies to improve
the overall performance of four-legged walking. We present a parametric walk
model extending [9]. Using this ‘wheel model’ increases the robustness of walk
of the legged robot. A means of automatically optimizing the gait pattern is
presented, focusing on flexibility rather then speed alone. We then show how the
gait pattern can be calibrated to achieve reproducible performance and odometry
data of high quality. Lastly, we show how the walking engine can be extended
to integrate specialized motions without sacrificing flexibility.

2 Method

2.1 The Wheel Model

Legged robots can access areas which wheeled robot are unable to cope with.
Unfortunately, robot control for a legged robot is extremely complex due to the
many degrees of freedom involved. For the four-legged Sony Aibo ERS-210, [9]
introduced the wheel model which assumes that the robots paws are performing
circular motions and robot control works much like that of a differential drive
robot (fig. 1). Using this model, dynamic stability of the robot can be achieved
easily by constraining the phase shift between the movement of individual legs.
In our experiments, we used both Aibo ERS-210s and ERS-7s.

Each movement (consisting of a forward, a sideways, and a turning speed)
results in a circular movement around a common center of rotation (see fig. 1 a).
This movement is realized by making steps tangential to the circle with the speed
a wheel would have at the same position.

Actual gait patterns are described by a set of parameters of the walking
engine. Several approaches to parameterize these patterns where developed in
the context of gait optimization allowing the trajectories to differ from the first
used trapezoidal shape (e. g. canter action in [9] and free form quad in [2]).
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Fig. 1. a) Simultaneous walking and turning using the wheel model: The resting po-
sitions of the feet move on circles around a common rotation center. This is realized
by steps (red) that are deduced from imagined wheel movements and tangential to the
optimal circles. b) Parameters of the foot movements: Feet are moved in parallelograms
(rhomboids), the direction and size of which is determined by the wheel model.

We chose the parameter set shown in table 1 which allowed us to fully describe
the characteristics of different gait patterns while still being reasonably small for
genetic optimization.

Table 1. All used parameters of a parameter set and their meaning

– xf , yf , zf : position of a front foot relative to middle between the front shoulders
– xh, yh, zh: position of a hind foot relative to middle between the hind shoulders
– hf , hh: maximum height of the feet above ground during a step
– tiltf , tilth: tangent of the the arc between the theoretical foot trajectory and the

ground; influences the intensity of touching the ground and can avoid sliding on it
– gpv, gph: fraction of time a front or hind foot has ground contact (in theory)
– l = (lfl, lfr, lhl, lhr): relative time of lifting each leg, (0, 0.5, 0.5, 0) describes the

usually used trot and means lifting left front and right hind foot at the beginning
of a full step (0) and lifting the other two feet half a full step later (0.5)

– T : duration of a full step in frames à 8 milliseconds.

2.2 Localization

One of the goals of our work was to allow fully automatic gait optimization. We
wanted to be independent of external hardware (such as an external camera and
computer to track the robot) and wanted everything to run on the robot. This
requires the robot to be well localized in order for it to determine its current
speed and performance. The standard beacons on a RoboCup field were used
in previous work, but they have two disadvantages: 1) if only one beacon is
visible, the robot has no way of determining its lateral position, and 2) tracking
multiple beacons is error prone and the localization error is often bigger than
the covered distance. We therefore devised a special bar code like pattern (see
fig. 2) that allows the robot to precisely monitor its x-y-position and orientation
from a single camera image from a wide range of positions. The black and white
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Fig. 2. The b/w pattern used for localization: a) A camera image of an ERS-210 with
detected pattern parts highlighted, b) Schematic view of the pattern, c) Variables used
to calculate the robot pose

pattern has the further advantage of being clearly detectable in various lighting
conditions. Size and structure of the pattern are chosen such that equally good
localization performance can be achieved from the majority of distances to it.

As shown in fig. 2 c, the current position can be calculated from the known
distances a and b and the recognized angles α and β.

The angle δ can be calculated by applying the sine theorem twice. This yields
the relative position (x, y) w.r.t. the center of the pattern:

x = −c sin(δ)
y = −a + c cos(δ)

with c = (a sin(π−α− δ))/ sin(α)). For a distances from the pattern of 60 cm to
260 cm, the position error from single images during walking is Δp = (16mm,
38 mm). The noise caused by camera vibrations can be reduced by using simple
PID smoothing. This decreases the average position error and allows meaningful
speed calculations even for short durations.

2.3 Evolution Run

Most previous optimization approaches have in common that they are focused on
improving a particular motion, such as walking forward at high speed. They fail,
however, to take into account the overall performance of the robot in real world
situations, where constant adjustments of the robot’s direction and orientation
are necessary.

To evaluate a parameter set, the robot’s performance following a path is de-
termined. Unlike other experiments, this is not a simple straight line, but a
rather complex path that requires the robot to strafe and turn too to follow
it (see fig. 3). Deviations from the path are penalized by the fitness function
(see below). Such a course is a sequence of target positions and robot orien-
tations. An evaluation run consists of two parts, a forward part with desired
robot orientation changing over time as shown in fig. 3, and a backward part
with constant robot orientation. Instead of executing a fixed sequence of steps,
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Fig. 3. a) The path for evaluation omnidirectional gait pattern defines the target
position and orientation of a robot. b) The activated movement (red) results from the
distance to the target position 0.85 seconds later.

the robot is forced to correct its previous mistakes to stay on the course. Such
a task was chosen because it is easily reproducible and quite typical for actual
applications where the robot constantly changes the direction while walking for-
ward (e. g. chasing a ball). The control algorithm is very similar to the one used
by us in RoboCup games to steer the robot towards the ball or some other tar-
get position.

The runs are performed fully autonomous. No manual replacement of the
robot is necessary since it is generally able to localize using the pattern described
above. The start and end point of the path are fixed position relative to the
localization pattern.

The obvious performance criteria for a gait are speed and accuracy. The fitness
function F of a parameter set P used in the experiments favors more stable
gaits and can be interpreted as walk speed corrected by unwanted vibrations
and position deviations:

F (P ) = ẋ − Δy/6 − 33Δϕ − (
10−5z̈ − 5

) − 40pblind

where ẋ is the average speed, Δy and Δϕ the deviation from the course, z̈ de-
scribes vertical vibrations and pblind is the percentage of images without recog-
nition of the localization pattern, e. g. because of vibrations or totally wrong
gaze direction. As walking forward is more important, the fitness of the forward
walking part contributes more than that of walking backward.

Evaluating a single parameter set takes about 30 seconds: 10s for walking
forward with turning, 10s for walking backward and 10s for positioning for the
next run. If the performance of a parameter set is below a threshold, the run
is aborted and the robot returns to the starting point using the standard gait.
Typically, a complete optimization run with 50 to 60 parameter sets takes about
30 minutes.
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2.4 Evolution

Since it is very difficult to model the interdependencies between parameters and
the resulting speed and quality of a gait pattern, genetic algorithms were used for
optimization (see [14]). A population of parameter sets is exposed to evolution.
Each parameter set corresponds to an individual and each parameter to a gene.
All genes of an individual are stored on a single chromosome.

Using real robots for the evolution is time consuming, therefore choosing the
following evolution parameters turned out to be a good compromise between
fast advance and avoidance of unusable parameter sets.

A population consists of only ten individuals, starting with a known parameter
set (a manually tweaked one used by our team in previous years) and nine
mutations of it. In every generation, half of the population with the worst fitness
is selected and replaced by mutations and recombination of the better half. 40%
of the descendants are created by mutation and 60% by recombination. Mutation
changes single genes with a probability of 30%, equally distributed up to ±6% of
its original value. Recombination interpolates the value of each gene randomly
between the parent values of that gene or even extrapolates into the direction of
the better parent.
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Fig. 4. ERS-7: Evolution of walking parameter sets with two separated populations
for the forward and the backward part of the course, a) Development of the fitness in
the population of forward walking parameters, b) Development of the fitness in the
population of backward walking parameters

Using these values results in visible and measurable differences between sin-
gle individuals without getting unusable parameters. This method is useful for
local optimization in a sensible part of the search space without prior knowledge
about correlation between parameters and with only a few abortive attempts
(fig. 4).
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2.5 Odometry Calibration

Experience shows that the executed motion does not always match the one
intended by the calculated step sizes. The actual speed depends non-linearly on
the target speed.

A walk request commonly consists of forward, sideways, and turn speed. It
turned out, however, that for our application this is not a very good way of
describing motions. We therefore devised a different means of describing a walk
request consisting of the walk direction α, the ‘turn-walk-ratio’ δ, and the ‘over-
all speed’ r as defined in fig. 5. To approximate the non-linear dependency of
target and actual speed, the target speed for each combination of walk direc-
tion and turn-walk-ratio is divided up into three ranges [0, small[, [small, med[,
and [med, max]. Within each of these ranges, the dependency is assumed linear.
The values for the boundaries are determined in the calibration process. The
calibration is done for all combinations of forward, sideways, and turn speed
which results in 127 boundary points to be calibrated. Luckily, this can be done
automatically:

In a first run, an autonomous behavior measures the influence of increasing
the step size on the walk speed for each combination of walk direction and
turn-walk-ratio for a certain parameter set. If increasing the step sizes does not
increase the overall speed any more, the behavior starts to measure the next
walk direction. This first calibration run determines the respective minimum
and maximum speeds and enables to chose a medium speed minimizing the
deviations when using linear interpolation in between.

In a second calibration pass, all chosen 127 boundaries are adjusted indepen-
dently to match their requested forward, sideways, and turn speed by changing
the target step size proportional to half of the detected speed difference. These
adjustments minimize the gap between target and actual motion without risking
to alternate only the sign of the difference. Iteratively running the calibration
further decreases the error, as shown in fig. 5 b.
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Fig. 5. The position of the 127 parameter sets used (black dots: standing, 6× turning
only, 8×5×3× with walking): The azimuth α denotes the walk direction, the declination
δ denotes the normalized turn-walk-ratio and the radius r the normalized overall speed
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Calibration is done for constant walk requests only. A constant walking motion
always results in an arc. Knowing time, position and orientation of the robot at
a starting and an ending point, the average walking and turning speed inbetween
can be calculated.

This calibration process is repeated when the robot has to operate on a new
surface.

2.6 Using Multiple Parameter Sets

Once a good omnidirectional gait pattern was found, we explored ways of in-
cluding specialized gaits to further increase performance. This brings about the
problem of switching or interpolating between gait patterns. That problem can
be solved by allowing different parameter sets for the 127 boundary points de-
scribed in the previous section. For interpolation to work, neighboring parameter
sets must not differ too much.

If e. g. a particularly good (and similar enough) parameter set was found for
turning, it can be used to replace the parameter set(s) associated with the bound-
ary points (walk direction = 0, turn-walk-ratio = ±1, overall speed = vmax).

Whether a parameter set is suitable for interpolation is evaluated manually.
For example, we extended the walking engine by including a parameter set for
fast turning. This was derived manually from the parameter set for the omnidi-
rectional walk by decreasing the distance between front and hind feet.

2.7 Performance

The walking engine consisting of the omnidirectional parameter set and special-
ized motions for ‘walking backwards in a straight line’ and ‘fast turning (only)’
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calibration 3 4,4 8,7 0,021

2 weeks later 7,9 7,5 0,046
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Fig. 6. a) The used minimum, medium, and maximum speed for an ERS-7 in all 8 walk
directions without turning: By using several optimized and calibrated parameter sets,
a much higher speed range can be covered than by using a single parameter set and
the (necessary) speed limitation e. g. to an ellipse. b) The average difference between
assumed and real speed of the 127 parameter sets can be decreased significantly with
a few calibration steps.
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proved to deliver highly reliable and reproducible performance. The speed ranks
amongst the highest that have been achieved on the Aibo ERS-7 to date (fig. 6 a).
The precision was evaluated qualitatively: the robot was able to stay on a rectan-
gular path only using odometry for localization. In contrast, using uncalibrated
motions, the robot would turn farther than desired at every corner resulting in
a triangular trajectory.

3 Conclusion

Using the presented experimental setup, we were able to perform automated
evolutionary optimization of gait patterns on a legged robot. Unlike most other
approaches, the gait pattern found performs well in actual applications where
target speed and direction of the robot continuously change. This was achieved
by having the robot follow a path that closely resembles a real life situation
for evaluation. The gaits found are calibrated to allow for remarkably accurate
odometry which greatly improves localization. Lastly, the walking engine was
extended to allow interpolation from one parameter set to another. Using this
approach, we were able to use highly optimized/specialized motions in combina-
tion with the general, highly accurate gait pattern found in the evolution. The
walking engine was successfully used in the RoboCup 2004 world championships
Sony Four-Legged League. Its outstanding performance and precision was one
of the key advantages of the GermanTeam over other teams and helped to win
the championship.
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